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peggies / per car charge

spaced, pre-drilled holes are arranged in vertical and horizontal rows. Hooks or pegs can
be inserted into the holes to support displays,
tools, etc.
peggies British term for small random shingles
usually sold by weight.
peg-tooth saw A British term for a crosscut handsaw with teeth shaped like narrow
triangles.
pellet A small piece of fuel, used in a pellet
stove and other heating appliances, consisting of heavily compacted sawdust.
pellet mill A facility that manufactures wood
pellets for use as fuel. The pellets are made
from heavily compacted sawdust, often a
byproduct of sawmilling.
Pencil Cedar See Eastern Red Cedar.
pencil end trimmed Lumber that is not double
end trimmed or precision end trimmed to
length, but rather has been marked by a pencil or crayon to the desired length and tallied
accordingly. Usually shop lumber.
pencil ripped Lumber that has been pencilmarked to show where it might be ripped or
edged. See pencil end trimmed.
pencil rot A type of decay found in Cedar.
pencil slat A thin slice of wood from which
pencil parts are cut.
pencil square The bolt from which pencil slats
are cut.
pencil stock Pieces of Eastern Red Cedar or
Incense Cedar from which pencils are manufactured. Pencil stock consists of squares 8
inches in length, or in multiples of 8 inches,
and equal to the thickness of the piece in
width.
pencil trimming Invoicing less board footage
than what actually is shipped.
pencil wane Light to no wane.
pendant An ornamental piece suspended from
a ceiling or roof for decorative effect. Often
used in Victorian architecture.
pendentive An arch that cuts off the corners
of a square building internally, so that the
superstructure may become an octagon or
dome.
pendulum saw A swinging circular saw suspended as a pendulum, and usually used to
cut logs to length as they enter the manufacturing plant.
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penetrating oil finish Any of various wood finishes consisting of an oil and a solvent such as
mineral spirits.
penetration A term referring to the relative
resistance of woods to impregnation by preservatives. According to the structure of the
wood, some are easily injected, but others are
very resistant. Douglas Fir and some species
of Spruce are difficult to treat, but long-leaf
Pines are readily injected.
penny [d] This term originally described the
price, per hundred, of nails. Now it is used as
a measure of nail length. In general, the larger
the number, the larger the nail.
penta See pentachlorophenol.
pentachlorophenol A chemical used in wood
preserving; it is usually applied under pressure so that it will penetrate the wood. Also
penta.
pentavalent arsenic The form of arsenic used
in the wood preservative chromated copper
arsenate. This naturally occurring trace element is present in soil, water, and air, as well
as in plant and animal tissue.
pent roof A roof with a slope on one side only.
per acre material [PAM] Dead timber and logging residue sometimes sold by the Forest
Service or another land manager for its salvage value. Since values are usually too low to
justify close measurement of the volume and
type of material, it is priced per acre based on
sampling a small plot.
per car charge See per car rate.
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